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CA: Google Voice Identity Theft is On the Rise

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.—Attorney General Ashley Moody is issuing a Consumer Alert warning
Floridians about a Google Voice scam that appears to be on the rise. According to some reports,
Google Voice scams are a top scam of 2022—and the Identity Theft Resource Center reports
nearly 4,000 complaints about the scam in 2021, even reporting a preliminary increase this year.
Attorney General Moody is warning Floridians about Google Voice identity theft and offering tips
to avoid falling prey.

Attorney General Ashley Moody said, “Scammers are preying on users who post in online
marketplaces—posing as buyers in an effort to access a victim’s authentication code. If the
scammer accesses the code and is able to set up a Google Voice account in a victim’s name,
they may execute additional schemes that can cause great harm to the original target and
potentially many other unsuspecting consumers. To avoid Google Voice identity theft, check out
our latest Consumer Alert.”

Google Voice identity theft begins when a fraudster either posts in an online marketplace, or
contacts someone who posts on the platform. The scammer will ask to confirm the target’s
identity by requesting a Google verification code to prove legitimacy. The scammer will then use
the code to set up a Google Voice number linked to the victim’s phone. A Google Voice number
is an online phone number that must be linked to an existing phone number to be created. The
online number can be used to call and text without ever providing the user's primary phone
number.

Scammers who successfully create a fraudulent Google Voice number can be difficult to
detect—as all paths will lead back to the victim’s primary phone number, not the scammer’s.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHCtdPFzQTk
https://www.aarp.org/money/scams-fraud/info-2022/top-scams.html
https://www.idtheftcenter.org/post/google-voice-scam-tries-to-trick-you-while-you-are-selling-items-online/


If a fraudster knows more information about a victim, spoofing the victim’s phone number could
also lead to additional harm, including:

Deceiving family and friends—potentially tricking them into sending money to the
scammer;
Creating fraudulent financial accounts in the victim’s name; and
Potentially breaking into existing accounts, taking advantage of access to Google’s two-
factor authentication codes linked to the victim’s phone number.

Attorney General Moody is offering the following tips to help identify and avoid Google Voice
identity theft:

Do not move conversations about potential transactions from an online marketplace or
other social platforms to a phone conversation or text chain;
Never share verification codes with anyone, and if an unexpected message is received,
make sure that the verification process is unsuccessful;
Be wary of deals that seem too good to be true, or seem suspicious; and
Remember scammers often depend on high-pressure tactics to ensnare victims, so be
wary of anyone making urgent demands for personal information.

The Identity Theft Resource Center posted a detailed video instruction on reclaiming a number
for Google Voice. For more information, click here.

Report scam robotexts, robocalls and fraudulent marketplace postings to the Federal Trade
Commission by clicking here.

To view other Consumer Alerts, visit MyFloridaLegal.com/Consumer Alert.

# # #

The Florida Attorney General's Consumer Protection Division issues Consumer Alerts to inform
Floridians of emerging scams, new methods used to commit fraud, increased reports of common
scams, or any other deceptive practice. Consumer Alerts are designed to notify Floridians about

scams and available refunds in an effort to prevent financial losses or other harm caused by
deceptive practices. Anyone encountering a scam should report the incident to the Florida

Attorney General's Office by calling 1(866) 9NO-SCAM or visiting MyFloridaLegal.com. To view
recent Consumer Alerts and for other information about avoiding scams, visit

MyFloridaLegal.com/ConsumerAlert.
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